A von Willebrand's factor genomic nucleotide variant and polymerase chain reaction diagnostic test associated with inheritable type-2 von Willebrand's disease in a line of german shorthaired pointer dogs.
Heritable, type-2 von Willebrand's disease (vWD) was studied in a line of German Shorthaired Pointers (GSPs) in which some members had a nucleotide variant in exon 28 of the von Willebrand factor (VWF) gene. A polymerase chain reaction (PCR) diagnostic test for the nucleotide variant was developed to establish the disorder's mode of inheritance and to eliminate it from the line. Thirty-six of the 49 GSPs in the line, 14 unrelated GSP controls, and 71 unrelated dogs of various breeds were tested for the presence of the variant nucleotide. All the dogs with a vWF antigen deficiency (<70% of normal) were either homozygous or heterozygous for the nucleotide variant. The variant was not located in any tested dog in the line or outside of the line with a vWF antigen value greater than 68%. Of the GSPs in the line tested, two were homozygous for the variant, 15 were heterozygous, and 19 were variant free. The collective evidence of this and other studies is consistent with the variant nucleotide being the cause of the type-2 vWD in this line of GSPs and German Wirehaired Pointers. The PCR diagnostic test for the variant nucleotide was successfully used to select and produce progeny that were variant free and vWD free. This test should be effective in the subsequent elimination of this same variant from other lines of dogs.